[In vitro comparative study of instruments for root canal preparation. IV. Correlations between the original shape of the root canal and the asymmetry resulting from the preparation].
Certain asymmetry of root canal preparation can be observed in the straight root canal group, as well. The modification of original root canal shape in this group usually is not substantial. Using hand instruments for shaping curved canals special tecniques are required to minimize the asymmetry. Though tendencies of different shaping characteristics can be observed on the mesiodistal and oro-vestibular views there are no statistically significant differences between the asymmetries measured on the oro-vestibular and mesio-distal views. The three dimensional form of canals usually exclude the possibility of forming the same asymmetry on both projections, but the difference between the two views is not striking, therefore the conventional clinical radiographs usually do not give complete information about the asymmetry of preparation.